Character 1 name: ____________________________________________________________

Age: ________________________________________________________________

Species: ______________________________________________________________

From: ________________________________________________________________

Likes: _________________________________________________________________

Dislikes: ______________________________________________________________

What they want: _________________________________________________________

A secret that they’re hiding: _____________________________________________

Types of words they like to use: ________________________________

Other notes about this character: ________________________________

Character 2 name: ____________________________________________________________

Age: ________________________________________________________________

Species: ______________________________________________________________

From: ________________________________________________________________

Likes: _________________________________________________________________

Dislikes: ______________________________________________________________

What they want: _________________________________________________________

A secret that they’re hiding: _____________________________________________

Types of words they like to use: ________________________________

Other notes about this character: ________________________________
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script writer: _______________________________________________________

Where their conversation will take place (the setting): __________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Do the characters already know each other? If they do, how do they know each other? ____________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

What problem or interesting situation will come up? ____________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Sketch the costumes that you’d like each actor to wear:

Character 1’s Costume

Character 2’s Costume